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Like a School of Fish

One of the interesting tricks that our minds play on us is their tendency to make 
certain experiences into “things.”  Psychologists sometimes call this “reifying,” which means 
“to make real.”  While this is often useful, it can also empower unpleasant feelings and 
experiences and lead us to struggle with them more.  Anxiety and panic provide great 
examples of this.  Stop for a moment and take this question seriously: What exactly is 
anxiety?  If you look closely, you will see that anxiety is actually several experiences all 
occurring at once:  Your heart beating faster and harder, muscle tension, changes in your 
breathing, a range of other physical sensations, worrying and anxious thoughts, raciness 
in your thinking, a feeling state similar to fear or dread, and tendencies in your behavior, 
such as scanning for danger, wanting to escape or avoid, trying to fix or regain control, 
and an urgency to move (“can’t sit still”).  Your experience of anxiety may include some 
or all of these experiences…and perhaps a few others particular to your situation.  Also, 
notice that none of these sensations occur exclusively with anxiety.  For example, most but 
not all of them occur when you are excited, while you cheer for your favorite sports team, 
or after running up a flight of stairs.  In those cases, we don’t experience those sensations 
as anxiety at all.

In some ways, our experience of anxiety is like our experience of a school of fish.  
Imagine a school of fish seen from a distance.  What you see is a large, looming, perhaps 
frightening shape moving through the water.  It looks more like a large fish, perhaps a 
shark, than a group of tiny fish.  This, of course, is why they do it: it works!  Predators see 
the large shape and swim away without investigating further (and perhaps missing their 
chance for lunch).  If we got closer we would see the frightening object for what it is: not 
an object at all, but several smaller objects occurring in about the same space at the 
same time.  You could say that there is “no there there” at all.  Anxiety can be seen like 
this.  When you have certain sensations in the same body at about the same time and do 
not have another explanation for it (e.g., you’re not excited, haven’t just taken a powerful 
stimulant drug, and haven’t just sprinted around the block), we call it “anxiety.”  

The next time you are anxious, check this idea out for yourself.  What is it?!  In-
stead of seeing the looming and scary thing that you must get away from, must get rid of, 
must get under control, see if it isn’t actually a bunch of sensations.  In other words, do not 
turn away from it—turn towards it.  For a moment, let go of the apparent source of your 
anxiety (a situation, a person, a conflict, a problem—that you are probably playing and 
re-playing in your head like a movie) and instead look for the individual sensations—the 
individual fish.  Sort them out.  Categorize them one by one (see next page).  Do this 
slowly and deliberately.  After a few moments of this and after sitting with the swirl of 
thoughts, feelings, and sensations, consider this question:  Which thought, which reaction, 
which sensation is so bad, so intolerable, that you absolutely must be rid of it?  Which 
sensation(s) must be gone RIGHT NOW?  Be honest and be serious about this.  And con-
sider the possibility that the answer to this question is:  None of them.  It is possible, in fact 
it is likely, that there is no individual sensation or thought, no individual fish in the midst of 
this school, that is so bad that you must be rid of it.
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School of Fish Exercise



REASONS 
 

On a day when you are “on the fence” or have mixed feelings about doing the activity, 
stop, sit still, be quiet, and listen to the “reasons” your mind gives you for NOT doing the 
activity.  List as many as you can.  Then list more.  Then list silly or nonsensical reasons.  
Fill the page (use the back if you want) and bring it with you to the next appointment.   
 
By the way, you can choose to DO or NOT DO the activity.  That is up to you. 
 
 
Activity:               
 
 
List of Reasons: 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  

  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  



Page 1:  Do this page first. 

Values 
How do you want to be?  What matters to you? 

Instructions:   Consider each life domain individually.  Imagine what specifically matters to 
you about that domain and write a few sentences to describe it.  For example, before rating the 
importance and reinforcement you receive from “Family,” describe who is in your family, what 
are your relationships like?  How do you want to be in relationship with them?  Picture their 
faces.  THEN, give the ratings.  Do this for each domain (below). 

Family 
 
 
Intimate Relationships 
 
 
Parenting/Relationships with Children 
 
 
Friends/Social Life 
 
 
Community Life 
 
 
Work/Career 
 
 
Education/Training/Learning 
 
 
Spirituality 
 
 
Recreation/Fun/Creative Work 
 
 
Health-Related Activities 
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Education/Training/Learning
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Family

Work/Career
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Instructions.  In the  
outer boxes, place 
your rating (0-10) of 
how much impor-
tance (i) this domain 
has in your life.  In 
the inner boxes, 
place your rating of 
how much reward, 
reinforcement, mean-
ing you have got-
ten from each do-
main in the past 2 
weeks.
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Batteries 
Exercise



Contact with the 6.  at this time, in 

ACT Question

Present Moment2.  are you willing to
have that stuff, fully        
and without defense

this situation?

Acceptance Values
5.  of your chosen

values

Psychological
Flexibility

If the answer is 
“yes,” that’s

Committed Defusion

4.  AND do what takes
you in the direction

Action
Defusion

S lf C

3.  as it is, and not as 
what it says it is,

Self-as-Context
1.  Given a distinction between you and the stuff you are

struggling with and trying to change



ACT$Peer$Consulta/on$Group$
•  Southern)Maine)ACT)

Community)Group)
•  Third)Fridays)@)8)am)
•  Format:)Open)
•  Running)for)past)7+)years)

Sample$Agenda$(varies)$
Feb:$Started)reading)and)studying)
“Mindfulness)for)Two”)by)Kelly)
Wilson)in)preparaGon)for)his)Aug)
18I19,)2017)workshop)in)Portland)
March:$Chapters)1)&)2)
)
See$www.SMACT.me$for)details)
and)past)agenda)
)

1st$Mondays$ACT$Study$
Group$$
•  Directed)Learning,)Book)

Study,)Therapy)Processing)
and)Peer)Supervision)

•  First)Mondays)@)8)am)
•  Format:)Closed)($))
•  Running)for)past)4+)years)
•  Currently)doing)ACT)skill)

building)using)the)
Portland)Model)

)

4th$Mondays$ACT$Study$
Group$$
•  Directed)Learning,)Book)

Study,)Therapy)Processing)
and)Peer)Supervision)

•  Fourth)Mondays)@)8)am)
•  Format:)Closed)($)*)
•  Running)for)past)2+)years)
•  Currently)doing)ACT)skill)

building)using)the)
Portland)Model)

*Has)openings)

Evolu/on$Science$&$Behavior$
(EvoS)$Book$Club)
•  Book)Study)and)Socializing)
•  Fourth)Wednesdays)@)6)pm)
•  Format:)Open)

Sample$agenda:$Currently)(2017))
reading)“Angels)and)Ages”)

EvoS)

ACT$Peer$$
Consulta/on$$
Group$

ACT$Study$
Group$1$

ACT$Study$
Group$2$

Southern)Maine)ACT)Community)
www.SMACT.me)

More)local))
&)regional)events)at)
www.ACTinNewEngland.com)



Resources(
!
Association(for(Contextual(Behavioral(Science((ACBS)(
www.contextualscience.org!
Professional!home!for!ACT!therapists!and!researchers.!!TONS!of!handouts,!protocols,!videos,!every!
ACT!article,!etc.!!You!can!join!using!“valuesCbased!dues,”!meaning!you!can!pay!what!you!think!the!
membership!is!worth!to!you.!!Includes!a!calendar!of!workshops!worldwide.!Look!for!world!
conferences!in!the!U.S.!every!other!year.!
!
ACBS(New(England(Chapter(
www.ACBSNewEngland.org!
From!the!site:!“ACBS!is!dedicated!to!the!worldwide!dissemination!of!a!contextual!science!perspective,!
theories!of!human!language!that!fit!this!perspective,!and!the!therapeutic!approaches!that!are!based!
on!the!functional!contextual!philsophy.!Our!mission!is!to!aid!in!those!efforts!in!the!New!England,!
United!States!area.”!!ACBS!New!England!Chapter!has!monthly!meetings!and!hosts!speakers!and!
workshops!usually!at!Mcleans!Hospital!in!Belmont,!MA.!
!
The(Happiness(Trap!website!by!Russ!Harris!
www.thehappinesstrap.com!
Online!trainings,!short!videos!suitable!for!viewing!with!clients,!and!TONS!of!free!resources!(follow!
links).!Russ!is!a!master!of!putting!ACT!concepts!in!plain!and!understandable!language.!
(
New(Harbinger(Publications(
www.newharbinger.com!!
Publisher!for!many!ACT!texts!and!selfChelp!books.!!
(
Praxis(
www.praxiscet.com!
Training!division!of!New!Harbinger!Publications.!Excellent!intensive!workshops.!Bootcamp!in!
Manchester,!NH!this!fall!!
(
ACT(in(New(England(*(
www.ACTinNewEngland.com!
Curated!listing!of!ACT!workshops!in!New!England!states.!!
Sign!up!for!+/C!monthly!emails!to!alert!you!to!ACT!workshops!in!the!area.!
!
Southern(Maine(ACT(*(
www.SMACT.me!
Nonprofit!group!in!Southern!Maine!hosting!a!monthly!ACT!Peer!Consultation!Group!(Community!
Group),!book!club!(Evolution!Science!&!Behavior!or!EvoS),!and!other!events!including!an!annual!
weekend!retreat.!
!
White(Pine(Institute(*(
This!is!my!training!organization.!!I!have!been!organizing!periodic!ACT!workshops!around!New!
England!(mostly!in!Maine)!since!2009.!!For!the!past!7+!years,!I!have!been!running!ACT!Study!Groups!
(currently!two).!!I!also!run!“business!of!practice”!groups!for!therapists!in!private!practice.!!I!rarely!
update!the!website!for!this;!however,!listings!overlap!with!www.SMACT.me,!which!is!updated!
regularly.!!Email:(joel.whitepine@gmail.com!
!
*$Disclaimer:$Please$note$that$I$coordinate$these$last$three$and$the$last$organization$is$mine!$


